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WHAT IS COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY?

Introduction



In chemistry, we explain any “real-life” macroscale phenomenon through
microscopic interactions and structures

We represent molecules and their interactions with models: 

colored balls, sticks, arrows, lines, and so on



Scale and models are important, be it for understanding chemistry, or finding
building A at the Middelheim campus

most experiments (almost) no experiments models



Our

reality

Microscopic chemistry

Molecular structure, 
interactions & dynamics

Fundamental laws of physics

Quantum & Classical Mechanics

What most chemistry

is all about

What theoretical

chemistry is all about
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The equations that describe molecular behavior are known

But many calculations required to solve them!

So you need computers
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Computers have become faster, and more complex problems can be tackled within
the field of computational chemistry



Computers have become faster, and more complex problems can be tackled within
the field of computational chemistry



HOW TO DEAL WITH THE LIMITS OF 

COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY

With examples from my PhD



For any computational model, at least one of two fundamental limitations apply:

1. Molecules are very small: length scale limitation

~1000 molecules~3×1025 molecules

That’s a difference of 
three thousand billion billion



No molecular model can capture the full 
complexity of a macroscopic phenomenon

BUT

No macroscopic experiment can be as 
simple as a molecular model



Plasma catalysis is a flexible technique for greenhouse gas conversion

Where to start?

CO2 CO + O2

electricity

catalyst surface

plasma

gas phase chemistry?

cross-interaction?

catalytic chemistry?

catalyst + 
reactive gas



Can’t be answered experimentally: how isolate these effects?

But we can make a dedicated model!

research question:

Through which processes can the plasma 
affect catalytic CO2 decomposition?



Can’t be answered experimentally: how isolate these effects?

But we can make a dedicated model!

The model only has the bare essentials required for insight

CO2
catalyst

plasma 
electrons



Just one molecule, one plasma effect, and few catalysts

But clear conclusions:

→ Plasma electrons can improve CO2 destruction

→ One little piece of the puzzle can be laid
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For any computational model, at least one of two fundamental limitations apply:

1. Molecules are very small: length scale limitation

2. Molecules move very quickly: time scale limitation

time scale: seconds time scale: femtoseconds

That’s a difference of 1015, 
a million billion



Simulating molecular motion requires to calculate a series of “frames”

We can only take really small steps….

time step: 3.5 fstime step: 1 fs



Currently: 106 to 109 frames in one simulation, 
so overall time of nano- or microseconds

To get to seconds, computers have to become a 
million to billion times faster!



Why are some reactions fast, and some slow?

The higher the barrier, the longer it takes before a molecule by chance 
accumulates the required energy



This is called a bias potential, as used in the hyperdynamics method

We can modify the energy barrier by adding energy to minima



Know barrier height → Design bias → Faster reactions

start here



Know barrier height → Design bias → Faster reactions

But if we want to predict reactions, we don’t know anything beforehand!

start here

?



I developed a new simulation technique, the CVHD method: an algorithm that 
combines several existing methods, to specifically deal with chemical reactions

It is fully automated, self-learning and thus highly flexible

research question:

Can we build a generic biasing method for the 
simulated prediction of arbitrary reactions?



Always giving the right amount of bias



Noteworthy applications

transport on metals

500 s

folding

6 µs

transition metal catalysis

1 ms

combustion in low-T diesel engines

40 s

organic reactions

0.3 µs

damage in fusion devices

1 s



Connect the two parts of this thesis:

Biased simulation of CO2 decomposition on two different catalysts reveals 
different chemistry

Titanium

direct splitting

Nickel

proton-mediated



Conclusions

All chemistry has microscopic origins, which can be understood and predicted
through computer simulations

Most simulations cannot replicate reality due to mismatch in length & time scale

In my PhD I extended the range of molecular simulation in two ways through novel 
applications of common concepts & techniques

Use the limited length scale as an advantage: simplify the experiment

Develop a method to accelerate reactions: bring simulation closer to experiment

Fast computers have brought us a lot, but simulations can only be useful thanks to 
an understanding of chemical fundamentals
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